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Introduction
An attempt to understand media
representation of issue of terrorism strongly
relates to the social and political changes that
occurred in Indonesia. The rise of people’s
political consciousness after the fall of
Suharto’s New Order has introduced the idea
of civil society. Theoretically, civil society is
the realm of organized social life that is
voluntary, self-generating, (largely) self-
supporting, and autonomous from the state,
and bound by a legal order or set of shared
rules. It is distinct from ‘society’ in general in
that it involves citizens acting collectively in
a public sphere to express their interests,
passions, and ideas, exchange information,
achieve mutual goals, make demands on the
state, and hold state officials accountable.
Civil society is an intermediary entity,
standing between the private sphere and the
state (Diamond 1994; Porio 2002). The aim
of civil society itself is not to transform the
state, rather to democratise society.
Within the context of Indonesia, the
idea of civil society has encouraged social and
political powers to become pressure groups
toward the state as the result of the political
freedom post Suharto’s authoritarian regime.
However, the development of civil society in
Indonesia is coloured with both democratic
and sectarian characteristics. Democratic
characteristics are marked by the spirit of
appreciation of pluralism, the equity of civil
rights, willingness to compromise to create a
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This paper analyses how different Indonesian mass media represent issues of terrorism
within an Indonesian context. Mass media and issue of terrorism are inseparable. The
representation of terrorism in the Indonesian mass media is the result of a complex construction
process which incorporates cultural, political economic and industrial factors. Particularly, it
is very much influenced by the rise of the idea of civil society. It has also driven the new idea
of freedom of the press in Indonesia. The press becomes more critical in reporting an issue.
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to consider various factors in reporting the issue as terrorism is a sensitive and potentially
divisive issue. In this research, the mass media to be analysed includes two national news
media with two different perspectives: the Jakarta Post and Sabili. Within each of these news
publications, the cultural, political economic and social conditions are treated differently in
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and the specific events under review differently.
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democratic platform, and openness to
criticism. Examples include democratic and
civil rights movements by non-governmental
organizations such as PIJAR and KONTRAS
whose main objectives are to develop shared
values on democracy. On the other hand,
sectarian characteristics are motivated by
ideology or religious fanaticism, anti-
pluralism, and a desire for privilege for their
groups. As a result, conflicts still occur either
between groups within society or the dislike
of particular group toward the existed
government with various motives. Conflicts
that contain SARA issues like in Ambon and
West Kalimantan in early 1999 are good
examples.
It is also noteworthy that the rise of
civil society and the fall of authoritarian
regime in Indonesia have contributed to the
emergence of radical Islamic groups in
Indonesia. Some radical Islamic groups which
had always been marginalised politically since
Suharto came to power, gains the moment to
show their existence. Some groups that refuse
secular governments and promote the idea to
form Islamic state and the implementation of
Shari’a law then choose method of violence
as the way to achieve their goals. In the mind
of this radical Islamic group, what they do is
not a terrorism act, rather the wage of Jihad
or the struggle to defend Islam.
As the biggest Muslim country in the world,
analysing Indonesian news media
representation of terrorism issue becomes
interesting as some terrorism events have been
associated with Islam. The representation of
terrorism in the Indonesian mass media is the
result of a complex construction process
which incorporates cultural, political and
industrial factors. The news media institution
must consider various factors; despite the fact
that the Indonesian government is no longer
interfering the way media report an issue. This
paper analyses the condition of the press in
the reformation era and how the media
construct and represent news on terrorism.
The analysis of the news of terrorism is
focused on the bombing of Australia Embassy
in Jakarta on 9 September 2004.
Press in the reformation era
The increased understanding of civil
society in the democratisation of Indonesia
at the end and after the repressive period of
New Order has increased the role of civil
society as the balancing power of the state
and has opened the discourse of freedom of
expression. In relation to the life of the press,
the idea of civil society has stimulated the
‘spirit for struggle’ of the press. Despite the
banning policy that was still strong under the
New Order regime, the press had used the
opportunity to escape from the state pressure
and this led to a more independent and
responsible press. There has been a change
of orientation of the press at the end and post
period of New Order, from the ‘state centred’
orientation to ‘society centred’ orientation.
The changing of orientation enabled the press
to either criticize or support the government
regarding its policies.
Within the perspective of state, society
and press relations, the increased tension
between the New Order state and social and
political powers within society during early
1998 till the end of Suharto’s regime had
brought dynamic change to the life of the
Indonesian press. Though the press was not
the main actor of the reformation, it played a
significant role during this critical phase. It
was the press that continuously reported the
latest political changes sponsored by student
movements and intellectuals and formed
public opinion within society. The changing
role of the press, however, was not a sudden
change; in fact, it was part of a long process
of press struggle with the state (Prayudi,
2003).
Political changes that occurred during
the transition period of the Habibie
government also significantly influenced the
freedom of the press. The new composition
of Habibie’s cabinet, though some of them
were still related to the New Order, had
contributed to the development of the press.
It was M. Yunus, former Minister of
Information and active general, who first
proposed the idea of the freedom of the press.
In a seminar conducted by UNESCO, he
strongly stated:
Rapid changes have made it important
to formulate a new paradigm in the relations
between the state and media. We are fully
aware that society must be free from accessing
information despite its amount and time.
Society must also be free to express, convey
or disseminate their aspiration and interests.
Thus, press is the suitable medium to fulfil
their interests and needs in accessing and
disseminating information and opinion
(UNESCO 1999).
The freedom of the press was
followed by the changing of the Press Act.
The new Press Act No. 40/1999 automatically
replaced the Press Act No. 21/1982. The
Decree of Minister of Information No 1/1984
that gave the New Order government authority
to withdraw SIUPP (Letter of Permit for Press
Publishing Enterprise) was eliminated
through the Decree of Minister of Information
No.01/1998. In this decree, the authority of
the Minister of Information was limited to
administrative sanctions such as written
warnings. When the Department of
Information was eliminated during
Abdurrahman Wahid became the president,
the government was only able to prosecute
the editor whilst the newspaper was allowed
to continue publishing (Simaremare 2001).
As the result of reformation and
democracy, the Indonesian press is free from
state interference and banning. SIUPP is no
longer needed. Chapter 2, Article 2 of the new
Press Act declares, “Freedom of the press is a
form of society’s sovereignty based on
principles of democracy, justice and law
supremacy”. This article is supported and
strengthened with article 4.2 which states “No
censorship, banning and publishing permit
shall be applied toward National Press” and
article 4.3 that “In ensuring the freedom of
the press, National Press has the right to
search, obtain and disseminate opinion and
information”. This press act also indicates that
journalists or reporters may form and join
different journalist associations.
As with press institutions, media
policies also experiences significant changes.
Under the New Order authoritarian press
system, the government determined media
and editorial policies were required to be
congruent with government communication
policy. Meanwhile, under a more libertarian
press system, the capital owner and editor will
determine media policy. The editorial policies
of big press enterprises like Kompas, Media
Indonesia and Tempo, strongly relate to their
mission statement and the objectives of the
founding press enterprises. The press sets its
own standards of accuracy, fairness and
equity. Government communication policy
only regulates the press in order to ensure they
obey codes of ethics and law. Nevertheless,
the freedom of the press doesn’t automatically
indicate that the press is an independent entity,
separate from other group within society.
Rather, the press strongly relates to its
environment and this in turn affects media
policies.
It is noteworthy that as the impact of
the euphoria of reformation era, there are
social groups within society who use violence
acts to criticize news media institutions if they
think that the news media has insulted their
leaders or misleadingly report sensitive issue
like religion. The Jakarta Post daily, for
instance, once was sued by the Islamic
Defender Front (Front Pembela Islam or FPI)
due to its editorial which classifies FPI as an
example of radical Islamic group in Indonesia
that comes to surface in the reformation era.
This case indicates how the news media
institution must consider both social and
political factors in reporting news on sensitive
issues.
In short, the idea of civil society has
affected the development of a freer life of the
press in Indonesia. At the same time, the press
must also accommodate various factors in
their reporting.
Terrorism, Jama’ah Islamiyah and the
media
Terrorism has become a global issue
since the attack toward the World Trade
Centre twin towers in New York and Pentagon
buildings in Washington D.C. on 11
September 2001, which commonly known as
9/11 event. According to Bush Government
supported by US intelligence agency, this act
of terror was done by Islamic militant group
Al-Qaeda led by Osama bin Laden.
Astonishingly, this terrorist group was
managed to hijack four aeroplanes which were
crashed into the WTC and Pentagon
buildings. One of the airplanes crashed in
Pennsylvania. Since then, some big terrorist
acts occurred in some parts of the world;
namely the bombings of two night clubs in
Bali (12 October 2002), a harbour in Davao,
Philippines (2 April 2003), some housing
complexes where many international citizens
live, in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia (12 May 2003),
Australia Embassy in Jakarta, Indonesia (9
September 2004), public place and bus in
London, England (7 July 2005) and the latest
event was the bombing attempt that occurred
in London in June 2007.
Within the context of terrorism acts
in Indonesia, the name of radical Islamic
group “Jama’ah Islamiyah” came to surface
after the Bali bombing in 2002. This radical
Islamic group is also accused of responsible
for the JW Marriott hotel and the Australian
Embassy bombings in 2003 and 2004.
Although many political analysts and
academics claim there is strong relation
between Jama’ah Islamiyah in South East
Asia and Al-Qaeda organization, there is no
strong evidence of the connection beside the
fact that there are some printed documents
downloaded from the Al-Qaeda website found
in houses of the suspected members of
Jama’ah Islamiyah.
According to International Crisis
Group’s report, Jama’ah Islamiyah is a
network of Islamic radicals extending across
Southeast Asia, led by Indonesian nationals,
with a loose structure characterized by four
territorial divisions known as mantiqis that
cover peninsular Malaysia and Singapore;
Java; Mindanao, Sabah, and Sulawesi; and
Australia and Papua respectively.1
The debate over whether Jama’ah
Islamiyah really exists or just the conspiracy
of western governments to justify its foreign
policy over Muslim countries once came to
the forefront following the Bali bombing. To
some Muslim intellectuals, it is another form
of colonization toward Muslim countries in
the name of western democracy to uphold
world peace; although they do not deny the
fact that there is militancy in Islam. The debate
eventually diminished following the captures
of some suspected members of Jama’ah
Islamiyah networks. Especially, after the
capture of Abu Dujana, the military
commander of Jama’ah Islamiyah, in Central
Java in mid June 2007, people starts to realize
and accepts the fact that Jama’ah Islamiyah
really exists. In an interview with BBC
journalist in the police headquarter in
Jogjakarta two weeks after his capture; Abu
Dujana calmly answered the journalist’s
questions about the arguments that justified
his acts of terror.
In relation to mass media, what
follows these events is a globalized coverage
of the terrorism events by variety of news
media institutions. In the case of the bombing
of the Australian Embassy in Jakarta,
television stations reported the events live
from the scene. The visualizations of the dead
and injured victims and families who
expected to see their loved ones alive had
created a drama to all audiences who watched
the events on television. At the same time,
printed media, like newspapers and news
magazines, developed analytical reportage
that explained the causes and the impact of
these acts of terror. In Lewis words when
describing the 9/11 event, ‘the mediated
visions of a chaotic and terrible death, of
burning and shattered bodies, and of
destruction of our towering symbols of
progress and social order have become etched
into a new consciousness, a new fear that is
both pessimistic and strangely ennobled by
the imperatives of a heroic defence.
‘Terrorism’ becomes the rubric for an
insidious and darkly imagined power - the risk
conditions of an annihilation which randomly
assaults the integrity of our history,
institutions, community and being’ (2005, p.
21).
There is no doubt that communication
is the central element of terrorism as Nacos
(2002) claims. It is because to convey their
message to the main target which is usually a
government or a state, terrorists create a
situation through the use of violence toward
immediate victims. The selection of
immediate victims is to broaden the impact
of their action and to get attention of the
existing government. Thus, in the case of the
Australian Embassy bombing, the attack was
meant to achieve a bigger goal which is to
show the dislike toward Western government,
symbolised by the Australian Embassy and
toward Indonesia government which
represents the secular government.
It is important to note that
understanding the terrorist attack in Indonesia
and how the media represent the issue can’t
be separated from the appearance of radical
Islamic groups and the idea to form Islamic
state and the implementation of Shari’a Law.
Within the context of Indonesia, there are two
forms of radical Islamism that can be
identified. First, there is radical Islamism that
relates more on how to implement Islamic law
(Shari’a law) within social, political and
cultural aspects of society. To this radical
Islamists, they believe that Muslims’ life has
gone to the wrong direction from what is
written in the Quran and Hadith. One of the
causes is the impact of communication
technology and globalization which
contaminates the minds of Muslims.
Technology and globalization which are
dominated by western countries, in the
development process, have brought western
values that in some issues contradict to
Islamic values.  It is characterized by some
Muslims’ daily activities that don’t represent
the identity of Muslims. Nevertheless, some
Ulama (Muslim leaders) believe that the sorry
situation of Muslims world has a lot to do
with socio-moral decay of Muslims
themselves resulting from their wrong
religious belief and practices. Thus, there is a
strong need for Muslims to return to the
teachings of the Quran and Prophet
Muhammad. At the practical stage, people are
encouraged or persuaded through da’wa, a
forum where Ulama preach on various issues
from the perspective of Islam, but do not
implement method of violence in reaching the
goals.
Another form of radical Islamism is
those who believe that some government of
Western countries have implemented double
standard toward Muslims and tend to see
Muslims as a threat. To these radical Islamists,
they are obliged to fight against these
conditions to defend Islam. As a reaction to
these conditions, some Muslims felt it was
necessary to conduct islah (reform) or tajdid
(renewal) not only through peaceful means,
but also by force and other radicals means they
considered to be more effective. They share
the views of the first radical Islamism, but
believe that don’t go far enough. According
to Barton (2003), for them the world is
divided, according to their narrow, literalistic
reading of the Quran, between the realm of
war and the realm of Islam, which is the realm
of peace. Theirs is a Manichaean struggle
between good and evil in which they justify
pre-emptive acts of violence against those
(non-Muslims or Muslims) that are said to be,
collectively or individually, opposing Islam’s
true cause. This second radical Islamism is
sometimes called as “Jihadi Islamists”.
Jama’ah Islamiyah which is accused
to have been the group that launch terrorist
attacks on two night clubs in Bali, the JW
Marriott Hotel and the Australian Embassy
bombing, is believed to have been formed by
the former followers of Darul Islam
organization.2 Their radical understanding in
both thought and action indicates how this
radical organization can be a threat to both
domestic and international security. The
choose of places to attack which can be
classified to have links or represent the
interest of western people signify their jihad
fight toward domination of western
government either through globalization or
modernization which they believe to have
contaminate Muslims’ life. At the same time,
these acts of terror represent their
disagreement toward Indonesia secular
government which refuse to adopt the idea of
Islamic state and the implementation of
Shari’a law.
In sum, the phenomenon of terrorism
within a state is a product of the struggle
between three powers: globalization, state and
Islamic radical movements at the level of civil
society (Arubusman; Kahfi, 2006).
Globalization, which is sponsored by Western
governments, has the interest both economy
and politic toward developing countries,
including Muslim countries. Further, these
developing countries are made dependent
toward western countries. This situation is
used by western governments to pressure the
governments of developing countries to
oppress the aspiration of radical Islamic
movements that tend to oppose western
countries. On the other hand, radical Islamic
movements have used method of violence
(acts of terror) as the representation of jihad
against the domination of western
governments by targeting its own government
which they consider to have become the
extension hand of the interest of western
governments but less aspirational toward their
interests.
All these situations then add to the
complexity of the news media institutions in
representing sensitive issue like terrorism and
religion. To some news media institutions,
like Sabili for instance, Bush’s government
policy on the war on terror has resulted in the
internationalisation of Islamophobia and
negative coverage of Islam by the media.
Thus, they have obligation to balance this
globalized coverage of Islam that they think
to have misleading.
Considering all the conditions above, how do
different Indonesian mass media represent
issues of terrorism within an Indonesian
context? How do they incorporate cultural,
political, and industrial factors in constructing
news on terrorism?
Media Representation of Terrorism
Previous sections show the context of
the development of the press post New Order
Regime and the relation between issue of
terrorism and radical Islamism in Indonesia.
In this section, I analysed how Indonesian
news media represent issue of terrorism in
relations to the cultural, politic and industrial
contexts. The news media to be analysed
includes two national news publications with
two different perspectives: the Jakarta Post
daily and Sabili news magazine. The Jakarta
Post seeks to provide an Indonesian
perspective to counter the highly unbalanced
western-dominated global traffic of news and
views. Sabili is published as an effort to show
that Islam is not a matter of villagers or
Muslim leaders; rather Islam is regarded as a
religion that inspires social consciousness and
is relevant to people’s aspirations of openness,
pluralism and democracy. Within each of
these news publications, the cultural, political
and industrial conditions are treated
differently in constructing news. I argue that
each news publication report the issue of
terrorism and the specific events under review
differently. I also argue that each news
publication has to consider cultural, political
as well as industrial factors.
To prove the arguments, content
analysis and interview were used. The time
period of news items to be examined was from
September to October 2004 which was the
period of the Australian Embassy bombing
occurred and aftermath. It is noteworthy that
since the format of both news media is
different, it affects the way the news media
represents the issue analysed. Sabili, for
instance, although it is low in terms of quantity
of news items if compared to the Jakarta Post,
it applied in-depth reporting style in reporting
the issue.
All news items identified as related
to the bombing event were coded under
several categories of analysis. Particular
attention was given to the orientation of news
sources that was coded into a set of category
of analysis: civil government official, police,
intellectuals, religious leaders, victims.
Attention was also given to the orientation of
news items toward the complicity of radical
Islamic groups vs. other terrorist groups in
the bombing. Finally, attention was given to
the orientation of news items as favourable,
unfavourable or neutral toward government
policy in managing the act of terror and
victims. Interviews with editor-in-chief of the
two news media were conducted to build the
context of the data presentation as well as to
support the arguments.
It has to be admitted that terrorism in
Indonesia is a very sensitive issue. It is
because this issue has triggered the emergence
of issue radicalism in Islam. The perpetrators
who launched suicide bombing toward two
night clubs in Bali, JW Marriott Hotel and
Australian Embassy in Jakarta claimed what
they did was the wage of jihad toward western
interests in Indonesia. As the world’s highest
Muslim population, the representation of
issue of terrorism and its relation with radical
Islamic groups was carefully considered by
both news publications analysed. The Jakarta
Post, for instance, carefully mention Jama’ah
Islamiyah as the perpetrators of terror acts in
its news after the police issue its release to
the media. Meanwhile, Sabili news magazine
tended to take its readers to carefully and
critically look at the possible scenario behind
the bombing and explained that there is no
radicalism in Islam. Thus, although the news
media institutions are free from government
political domination in the reformation era,
they have to take other social and political
situations into account.
The news representation of the
bombing in front of the Australia embassy in
both news media can be classified continuous
and intensive. During one and a half months,
the Jakarta Post daily published 67 news
items, whereas Sabili news magazine in its
two editions published 12 news items. In
terms of orientation of news sources, a total
of 125 news sources of 7 category of analysis
can be identified in the 67 the Jakarta Post
news items. In the 12 news articles of Sabili,
23 news sources were identified. High news
value, public’s right to know and an attempt
to give better understanding of Islam were the
reasons given by both news media for
reporting the issue.
Table 1
Orientation of News Sources
Category of Analysis T h e
Jakarta Post Sabili
Civil government official 1 9
(15%) 1   (4%)
Legislative 2   (1.5%)
-
Intellectuals 2   (1.5%)
8 (35%)
Religious leaders 5      (4%)
8 (35%)
Victims 1 5
(12%) -
Police 3 6
(29%) 3 (13%)
Others 4 6
(37%) 3 (13%)
Total 1 2 5
(100%) 2 3
(100%)
News Item 67
12
      Source: primary data
In an attempt to provide balanced
coverage of the issue, Table 1 discloses that
the Jakarta Post used variety of news sources
with ‘others’ more frequently than other news
sources (37%). Comments from citizens,
foreigners, staff of embassies in Jakarta has
made the representation of ‘others’ news
sources higher than other categories. Since
terrorism is a sensitive issue, the Jakarta Post
tended to quote statement of the police when
it related to the investigation process of the
bombing and used ‘civil government official’
news sources in terms of policies to be taken
by the government to avoid the same acts of
terror from occurring again. That’s why the
representation of ‘police’ (29%) and ‘civil
government official’ (15%) news sources is
quite higher than other news sources.
Specifically, editor-in-chief of the Jakarta
Post stated, “What worries the press in the
current political situation may not be the
government intervention anymore, rather the
relationship with society which still in the
developing process. There was a time when
the Jakarta Post received pressure from
particular social group due to its disagreement
with our editorial.”
Sabili, on the contrary, tended to use
‘intellectuals’ and ‘religious leaders’ news
sources higher than other news sources, with
38% each. In terms of freedom of the press, it
is a significant finding and proves the
argument that Indonesian press is freer during
the reformation era. It is quite different if we
look at some researches on content analysis
of newspapers during the New Order regime
where the domination of ‘police’ and ‘civil
government official’ news sources may
represent the pressure of government over the
press. Consequently, the press tended to report
news from government perspective rather
than society perspective. In a research on
ethnic violence in Indonesia (2003), I found
that the press didn’t dare to criticize
government in order to avoid from being
banned. As editor-in-chief of Sabili said, “The
New Order government didn’t give any space
for the press to have different views other than
the view that supported it policies.”
also signifies how Sabili, as a news
magazine with Islamic perspective, tried to
present more balanced coverage of the
terrorism event which has cornered Islam with
bad stereotype. Claimed to be an Islamic
advocacy media, Sabili tends to voice the
interests of Islamic community in its
reportage. It then affects Sabili coverage of
terrorism issues that relates to radical Islamic
groups. The usage of ‘civil government
official’ and ‘police’ news sources was low
as in Sabili’s point of view there had already
been many news media that reported the news
on terrorism which involved these two news
sources, but very few news media tried to
explain that Islam isn’t identical with
radicalism or even terrorism. Through the
views of ‘Islamic leaders or intellectuals’;
Sabili provided its readers with news stories
from different perspective. Nevertheless,
Sabili always employs high professional
standard of journalism.
In sum, it can be said that the analysed
news media has oriented itself toward public
interest instead of government interest and has
adopted the principle of fair and balance in
terms of the usage of news sources in
reporting terrorism. Critical and in -depth
reporting are typical of coverage of news
media even for sensitive issues like terrorism.
Table 2
Orientation of News Items toward
Complicity of
Radical Islamic Group vs. other groups
Category of Analysis T h e
Jakarta Post Sabili
Radical Islamic Group 1 4
(100%) 3 (100%)
Others -
-
Total 1 4
(100%) 3 (100%)
News Item 67
12
      Source: primary data
Table 2, which presents the
disaggregated categories of orientation of
news items toward the complicity of radical
Islamic group versus other groups, shows both
newspaper and news magazine reported the
possibility of the involvement of radical
Islamic group, Jama’ah Islamiyah, in the
bombing of Australian Embassy. Of 67 news
items that dealt with the bombing issue in the
Jakarta Post, 14 (21%) of them discussed the
involvement of radical Islamic group in the
bombing. All 14 news items (100%)
represented the complicity of Jama’ah
Islamiyah in the event. This representation
can’t be separated from the fact that since the
2002 Bali bombing, all evidence shows the
connection of Jama’ah Islamiyah with the
events. On the second day following the
bombing of Australia Embassy, by quoting
statement from the head of police after
examining evidence from the scene and
comparing it with evidence from previous
bombing events like Bali and the JW Marriott
hotel bombings, the Jakarta Post reported
Jama’ah Islamiyah as the group that
responsible for the bombing. The emphasis
on this issue was evident in the Jakarta Post
news items as follows:
Blast blamed on Malaysian fugitives (10/09/
04)
It didn’t take the police long to pin the blame
for the deadly blast in front of the Australian
Embassy here on Thursday on fugitive
Malaysian bomb experts Azahari bin Husin
and Noordin Moh. Top.
National Police chief Gen. Da’i Bachtiar said
during his inspection at the scene that he had
many reasons for concluding that the latest
in a string of attacks that took place during
his tenure was the work of the two foreigners,
who have also been blamed for the Bali blasts
in October 2002 and the JW Marriot Hotel
bombing in August 2003.
“Seeing the post-blast clues on the ground,
we can conclude that the bombing has
similarities to the Bali and Marriot
bombings,” Da’i said.
He said the explosion had been caused by a
car bomb because of the presence of a
wrecked car in front of the embassy, which
he believed could have been used to carry the
bomb.
“It’s pretty similar to the Marriott and Bali
bombings, as the attackers used a car to carry
the bomb. However, we are not sure yet
whether the bombers were killed in the car
or had left before the bomb went off,” said
Da’i.
Police were still attempting to identify the
bodies and body parts found at the scene.
Da’i said the perpetrators of the bombings
were new recruits of the al-Qaeda-linked
Jamaah Islamiyah (JI) group, who had been
trained by Azahari and Noordin while they
were on the run over the last couple of months.
The two Malaysians are believed to be
members of JI, which has been listed as a
terror group by the United Nations.
Azahari and Noordin managed to escape a
police raid in Bandung, West Java, last year.
The authorities had warned that both
Malaysians were in possession of explosives
and planned fresh attacks ahead of the July 5
first-round presidential election.
The Jakarta Post believed that
Jama’ah Islamiyah was responsible for the
bombing. Nevertheless, it reported the
involvement of suspected members of
Jama’ah Islamiyah as the perpetrators of the
bombing in a way that may not insult Moslem
community. Despite the fact that Jama’ah
Islamiyah is a radical group with Islamic
values and Indonesia is the biggest Muslim
country in the world, the Jakarta Post tended
to represent Jama’ah Islamiyah merely as a
social group within community that has taken
the principles in Islam as their ways of
expressing disagreement or dislike toward
Indonesia’s secular government and pressures
from western government. Further, by
reporting the complicity of particular radical
group in the terrorism issue, the Jakarta Post
tried to educate community, the government,
other socio-religious groups and wider society
to accept the fact that there is radical group
with religious values within society. The
coverage of the involvement of particular
radical group was expected to enhance
public’s awareness and understanding of
terrorism issue and its relationship with
religion.
The analysed text also indicates that
the Jakarta Post did not explore deeply on
the causes of terrorism, but did give attention
on the background of the perpetrators of the
bombing and the formation of Jama’ah
Islamiyah organisation. It is, for instance,
clearly represented in one of the news items
entitled New Azahari recruits from NII: Police
(19/10/04). New narrative journalism practice
employed by the Jakarta Post has made it
possible for this daily to explain and describe
the background of the suicide bombers.
Within the context above, the Jakarta Post
shows its principles of fair, balance and
responsibility to publics. As editor-in-chief of
the Jakarta Post said,
We have to win public trust. Public will only
trust the media if the media shows its
responsibility to public. Although the Jakarta
Post is a media with liberal ideology, we
carefully represent terrorism issue. We don’t
use the word Islam to label the terrorist. If the
terrorists then use religious values to justify
their acts of violence, that is another issue.
We must represent the issue with the basis of
presumption of innocent.  We also avoid
reporting news that may create phobia toward
particular religion.
Meanwhile, 3 out of 12 news articles
(25%) that appeared in Sabili’s coverage
discussed this issue. As in the case of the
Jakarta Post, all these news articles (100%)
represent the complicity of Jama’ah Islamiyah
in the terrorism act. Therefore, the finding
here is only tentative. Nevertheless, within
Sabili perspective, this representation was
meant to show how the police had quickly
accused radical Islamic group as the group
behind the bombing. Sabili then explored how
this situation had become an entrance to
capture Moslem activists which were
suspected to have link to Ngruki networks.
Pesantren Ngruki is a traditional Islamic
boarding school which has been accused by
Indonesian and western governments to have
a hard method in teaching about Islam.
Pesantren Ngruki has been accused to have
responsible for some bombing events in
Indonesia. Abu Bakar Ba’asyir, the leader of
this school, has been accused as the founder
of Jama’ah Islamiyah network, along with
Abdullah Sungkar.3 Thus, Sabili employed an
in-depth analysis of further impact of the
accusation of the Jama’ah Islamiyah
involvement in the terrorism event toward
some Islamic activists. It stressed that
government act to capture Islamic activists,
followed with intimidation, terror, and torture,
was not a good way to eliminate terrorism.
This issue was clearly represented in news
articles entitled Bomb for the new president,
Police excuse to capture activists, and Don’t
accuse straight away that appeared in Sabili
news magazine, No. 6, Volume 12, October
2004.
At the same time, Sabili didn’t deny
the fact that there are social groups that have
adopted Islamic values in a more radical way.
It tended to report what cause this radicalism.
Through its news items, Sabili warned its
readers how people like Imam Samudra and
Hambali, one the first Bali bombing bombers,
had become so radical due to
misinterpretation of the spirit of jihad and
repression by western governments toward
Muslim community. It emphasized that there
was no radicalism in Islam. It was done by
quoting some Islamic leaders’ statements.
According to the editor-in-chief,
We have to look at what cause this radicalism
instead of merely look at the impact. One
thing that should be noted, we try to give
understanding that there is no teachings in
Islam which legitimate violence to achieve
goals. Most western media and political
analysts always identify as Islam equals to
violence, terrorism, and radicalism. Thus, we
are obliged to encounter this by representing
issues that relates to Islam in a more balance
reportage.
Although Sabili represented the
complicity of radical Islamic group in the
terrorism event, it was meant to uncover some
hidden agenda conducted by the police,
Indonesia and western governments in
relation to manage the terrorism acts. This
representation can’t be separated from Sabili’s
vision to become the information controlling
and advocacy media for Muslims. Sabili’s
form as a news magazine has enabled its
journalists to do in-depth reporting in relation
to sensitive issue like terrorism and radicalism
in Islam.
It can be said that both analysed news
media carefully considered social and political
conditions within society in reporting the
complicity of particular group in the terrorism
event. At the same time, both media critically
analysed the causal factors as well as the
background of perpetrators that have adopted
Islamic values to justify their violent acts.
Further analysis of the orientation of
news items towards government policies in
managing the act of terror and victims is
presented in table 3. This analysis is crucial
to understand the role the Indonesian press
play as the watchdog of the state. There were
three categories of analysis: favourable,
unfavourable and neutral.
Table 3
Orientation of News Items toward
Government Policy
 Managing the Act of Terror vs. Managing
the Victims
Category of Analysis Managing Act of
Terror Managing the
Victim
The Jakarta Post
Sabili The Jakarta Post
Sabili
Favourable 11 (27.5%)
- 2    (25%)
-
Unfavourable 7 (17.5%) 5
(100%) 1 (12.5%) -
Neutral 22    (55%)
- 5 (62.5%)
-
Total 40  (100%) 5
(100%) 8  (100%)
News Item 67
12 67
12
  Source: primary data
The orientation of news items and
articles toward government policies in
managing the act of terror was focussed on
two issues: the government policies and acts
to prevent similar acts of terror from occurring
again and the investigation process done by
the police to uncover the perpetrators of the
bombing. From both analysed news media,
40 out of 67 news items (60%) that appeared
in the Jakarta Post and 5 out of 12 news
articles (42%) dealt with the issue. Table 3
shows that a high percentage of the Jakarta
Post news items were coded neutral (55%)
and favourable (27.5%), whereas only 17.5%
of the news items were coded unfavourable.
The Jakarta Post tended to represent
government policy in managing the act of
terror as something common and that the
government did not really have a strong and
good security policy to anticipate the act of
terror to occur. However, the Jakarta Post did
give attention to the police quick investigation
and capability to identify the perpetrators of
the bombing. That’s why ‘favourable’
category of analysis was higher that
‘unfavourable’ one.  ‘Unfavourable’ category
represents how the Jakarta Post criticized
government for being unable to catch the
perpetrators of the bombing of Australian
embassy that had been identified as the same
perpetrators as the 2002 Bali bombing and
the 2003 JW Marriott hotel. It gave attention
to lack of coordination between the police and
the army and low skill of police to deal with
terrorism contribute to the slowness of
government in managing the act of terror.
In relation to Sabili coverage, all 5
news articles (100%) that dealt with the issue
were coded unfavourable. It is clear that Sabili
represented the Indonesian government as
incapable of managing the violence. Several
bombing events that were accused to have
relation to Islamic organization, the
incapability to uncover the mastermind
behind the bombings and the kidnapping of
some Islamic activists were issues that signify
the orientation of news articles toward
government in managing the act of terror.
Sabili criticized government for kidnapping
Islamic activists and symbolized this as
government confusion in managing the
terrorism issue. Contrast to the Jakarta Post
that tended to report police investigation on
the event, Sabili employed an investigative
reporting around the explosive substance and
who may have been able to develop such a
high explosive and the possible perpetrators
that had launched the bombing. By developing
this representation, Sabili explicitly warned
the government not to easily accuse particular
Islamic group responsible for the bombing as
this would create anxiety and anger within
society. Implicitly, it criticized government
sporadic policies in managing the issue,
represented by the reportage of the kidnapping
of Islamic activists and the tendency to follow
what western governments told to do.
In relation to the orientation of news
items toward government policy in managing
the victim of the bombing, table 3 shows that
both analysed news media did not really give
much attention on this issue. While the
Jakarta Post reported this issue with 8 out of
67 (12%) news items, none of Sabili news
articles dealt with this issue.  5 out of 8 news
items (62.5%) were coded neutral, whereas
the remaining of news items were coded
favourable (25%) and unfavourable (12.5%).
Therefore, the finding here is only tentative.
It can be concluded that in terms of managing
the victims, the government had taken care
of the victims, either those who died or
survived the bombing.
Meanwhile, Sabili reportage which
didn’t cover the victim strongly relates to the
format of Sabili as a news magazine and also
the editorial policy that decided the main
theme, issue as well as perspective of the
coverage of an event.  Within Sabili
perspective, the reportage of government
policy in managing the violence can be
classified as general issue that may have no
strong relation to Islamic society.
In sum, the orientation of the analysed
news media representation toward
government policies in managing the act of
terror and the victims can be classified as
critical toward government. It can be
considered that, at least to some extent, the
news media had carried out its social and
political responsibility as ward of the state
without being afraid of being banned by
government. The press is no longer under the
government control and suppression. Instead
of being the extension hand of the state, the
press orient its reportage for the interest of
society.
Conclusion
The fall of New Order regime has
brought the idea of civil society to surface. In
terms of the freedom of the press, the idea of
civil society has stimulated the ‘spirit for
struggle’ of the press. The change of Press
Act and the issue of the Decree of Minister of
Information have freed the Indonesian press
from state interference and banning.
Nevertheless, the freedom of the press doesn’t
automatically indicate that the press is an
independent entity, separate from other group
within society. On the contrary, the press
strongly relates to its environment and this in
turn affects media policies. There has been a
change of orientation of the press at the end
and post period of New Order, from the ‘state
centred’ orientation to ‘society centred’
orientation. The change of orientation enables
the press to either criticize or support the
government regarding its policies.
Mass media and issue of terrorism are
inseparable. In terms of representation of issue
of terrorism, the analysed news media has
adopted the principles of fair and balance and
has considered social and political conditions
that may affect editorial policies and further
influence the representation of news items on
the issue. Critical and in-depth reporting is
typical of coverage of news media even for
sensitive issues like terrorism.
Both analysed news media carefully
considered social and political conditions
within society in reporting the complicity of
particular group in the terrorism event. At the
same time, both media critically analysed the
causal factors as well as the background of
perpetrators that have adopted Islamic values
to justify their violent acts.
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